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Abstract

The 1980s,  hustler mag started out a month-to-month characteristic of reader-submitted pictures of naked girls 
called "Beaver Hunt" 1 Not all the girls featured in Beaver Hunt submitted their very own pictures and numerous 
girls sued the mag for publishing their pixwith out their permission, or without verifying statistics on solid consent 
forms.2

Too many years later, Italian researcher Sergio Messina identified "realcore pornography", a new style including 
pictures and motion pictures of ex-girlfriends dispensed thru Usenet groups. In 2008, beginner porn aggregator 
XTube started out receiving proceedings that pornographic content material have been published without subjects' 
consent. Several web sites started out staging consensual pornography to resemble revenge porn, in addition 
to hosting "authentic" usersubmitted content material.3,4 Revenge porn started out amassing worldwide media 
recognition whilst Hunter Moore set in movement the internet site ISANYONEUP 2010.

On April 19, 2012, Moore offered the internet site to James McGibney, who runs Bullyville.com, a webweb 
page which permits nameless humans to percentage information about humans who've bullied or careworn them.   
Kerala’s First Case Of 'Revenge Porn' changed into said withinside the 12 months 2017. A 23-Year Old Live Streams 
sex in social site, The girl filed a grievance towards accused and he were given arrested via way of means of the 
police. Reports stated that couple live-streamed their coitus however the girl changed into ignorant of the case.5

27-12 months-antique Banda Rupesh met Ranjana (call changed) whilst he changed into analyzing in an 
engineering university in Andhra Pradesh and both fell in love. However, their university romance did now no 
longer outlive their commencement days. Six years later in 2016, Rupesh started out blackmailing Ranjana, now 
a married girl, to re-ignite their romance again. Faced her   rejection, he published her intimate motion pictures 
on-line and despatched its CDs to her in-legal guidelines6.Rupesh has been arrested and set free on bail, however 
Ranjana is simply one of the many amongst a developing range of ‘revenge porn’ instances. Rupesh changed into 
charged below the Nirbhaya Act, which supplied in 2013 for amendments to the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 
on legal guidelines associated with sexual offences in addition to the Information Technology Act. 

Criminal regulation modification act 2013 has been one of the concrete steps taken via way of means of the 
Indian authorities to cut down violence towards girls. A revenge porn and cyberbullying has unfold the various 
teenagers, college campuses are tussling with hazard, depression, distress in line with the statistical reports. Four 
Victims are perceived as extra promiscuous and extra blameworthy once they had been extra naked. There is a 
want for coverage to cope with capability stigma directed at 'revenge porn' sufferers.
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Defining The Term Revenge Porn

Dear! It’s simply now no longer a picture…

It’s A Private Visual Material!!!

So, Don’t be blown away due to the fact a Man/
lady you’ve got a yen for or whatsoever.

Don’t be so innocent, irrespective of how 
relentlessly he/she continues asking you to ship 
him/her the SELFIE/VIDEO.

Just don’t.

Introduction

Revenge porn is non-concordant promulgate of 
private sexual pictures. The crime includes pictures 
to begin with received without accord , may be via 
way of means of use of hidden cameras or sufferer 
coercion,�and�pictures��rstly�received�with�consent,�
normally withinside the context of a personal or 
exclusive dating. As it’s far obtained those pictures 
are followingly dispensed without consent.

The essence of the means of a phrase of “revenge 
porn” reclines withinside the certitude that the 
sufferer did now no longer assent or consent to its 
dispersal. Nevertheless the sufferer may also have 
assented or consented to its recording or may also 
have taken the image or video himself/herself.

The hike of revenge porn has long past hand 
in glove united  with the proliferating use of net 
network,  social platform  on  which  individuals  
persistently  interchange  beliefs,  ideas, ideas and 
pictures without looking for permission from the 
top mover or in different words inventor. It is crucial 
to bear in mind that the consent to create and ship a 
picture or the consent to be photographed via way 
of means of every other is one act of consent that 
can’t be equated with consenting to distribute that 
picture to others outdoor of the personal dating.

Thus, crook legal responsibility in a extreme 
offence of “revenge porn” does now no longer 
depend upon whether or not the photo changed 
into to begin with received with the sufferer’s 
consent, rather, it’s far the absence of consent to 
the distribution of the photo that transpose the 
wrongdoer in violation of regulation. Revenge 
porn can usually be damaged down into  categories.
Intimate photo abuse–maximum normally happens 
following the dissolution of a romantic dating as 
a manner wherein to manipulate the sufferer or 
‘punish’ them for leaving.

Sextortion

It� includes� the� usage� of� sexually� speci�c� content�

material for extortion of sufferers and may be 
carried via way of means of criminals or hackers.   

As non-consensual pornography is involved in 
the�main�intimate�pix�or�motion�pictures�are��rstly�
created or received with the consent of the sufferer 
within�side�the�con�nes�of�an�intimate�dating.�The�
pictures want now no longer to were published via 
way of means of an ex-lover or buddy in order to 
are� trying� to��nd� revenge�after�a�dating�has� long�
past acetic as an alternative composed of nudity 
with a purpose to be taken into consideration 
revenge porn.

A hacker or a rapist also can perpetrate revenge 
porn certainly via way of means of circulating an 
speci�c�photo�of�someone�without�his/�her�consent.����

The Landmark Judgement

In the problem of: State of West Bengal v Animesh 
Boxi, a district courtroom docket in West Bengal 
convicted an engineering scholar for sharing 
intimate motion pictures of his ex-female friend 
on a porn internet site. The courtroom docket 
convicted the accused below Sections 354-A, 354-C, 
354-D and 509 of theIPC and below Sections 66-C 
and 66-E of the IT Act. 

The Judicial Magistrate for the Tamluk District 
Court in West Bengal (India) observed Animesh 
Boxi responsible of importing intimate photographs 
and motion pictures of his former female friend on 
pornography�web�sites�and�sentenced�him�to��ve�
years imprisonment together with a high-quality 
of� Rs.� 9,000.� Boxi,� a� �nal-12�months� engineering�
scholar, had been charged below numerous 
provisions of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) and 
the Information Technology Act, 2000. The Court 
reasoned that Boxi had demanded sexual favours 
from the sufferer, captured pictures of her in 
instances wherein she might now no longer have 
anticipated to have been observed, transmitted 
those pictures and stalked her very well on-line.  It 
stated that the loss of bodily harm to the sufferer 
changed into inappropriate due to the fact harm to 
popularity fell within side the ambit of ‘harm’ as 
laid down in Section forty four of the IPC7. 

Cases associated with this sort of pornography 
are dealt below the statute of Indian Penal Code and 
statistics Technology Act( IT Act).  However if we 
see, the records of National crime records bureau8 
records instances registered up 1.6%,crimes 
towards girls upward thrust 7.3% ,cybercrimes 
bounce�63.�ve%.�Sexual� exploitation�with��ve.1%�
this�is�2,266�instances�and�in�icting�disrepute�with�
four.2 % this is 1,874 cases9. 
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In 2019 the northern country of Uttar Pradesh 
in India had the best range of offences related to 
virtual transmission or booklet of obscene content 
material with approx. 758 instances registered with 
the authorities. The U.S.A. recorded over 1,845 
such offences that 12 months. Well, 2019 noticed 
a sizeable bounce in cybercrimes said in India. 
That 12 months, over forty four. Five thousand 
cybercrime incidents had been registered.Uttar 
Pradesh and Karnataka accounted for the best 
percentage during the measured time period10.

In Subhendu Nath v. State of West Bengal11 

the Hon’ble High courtroom docket of Calcutta 
observed that, ‘there may be a crying want to 
educate and familiarize individuals of the police 
pressure in be counted of collection, reception, 
garage, evaluation and manufacturing of digital 
proof.12

In Shibani Barik v. State of Odisha13  High 
courtroom docket of Odisha has observed that 

“…….Tik Tok cellular App which regularly evince a 
demeaning lifestyle and sell pornography besides 
in�icting�paedophile�and�speci�c�alarming�content�
material, is needed to be successfully regulated 
in order to protect, shield and rescue the children 
from its pessimistic impact, the authorities has 
were given the social obligation to however a few 
truthful regulatory albatross and encumbrance 
on the ones companies which can be proliferating 
such applications.

Revenge Porn Laws in Various Countries

Depending upon the country, revenge porn may 
be charged as a prison or misdemeanor. Below are 
de�nitions�of�revenge�porn�in�numerous�states�of�
U.S in addition to the viable consequences for a 
conviction.14

California

Revenge porn is dispensing to a 3rd force any 
photo, video or audio recording of every other 
Party/force to harass, frighten, intimidate, abuse or 
threaten that man or woman if the photo is sexual 
and depicts that man or woman within side the 
nude or that man or woman is engaged in a sexual 
act. It is a misdemeanour  in California and may be 
punished via way of means of up to 6 months in 
prison and a high-quality of $a thousand.

Florida15

Revenge porn is described as publishing a sexually 
speci�c�photo�of�every�other�party/force��together�
with� the� non-public� �guring� out� statistics� of� the�

man or woman to a internet site without that man 
or� woman’s� consent,� with� the� cause� of� in�icting�
emotional distress. It is a primary diploma 
misdemeanour and is punishable via way of means 
of as much as a 12 months in prison and as much as 
$athousand�in�offender��nes.

People who maliciously percentage sexually 
speci�c� photos� of� former� companions� will� face�
prosecution below new legal guidelines of U.K 
From: Ministry of Justice and The Rt Hon Chris 
GraylingMP.Images shared thru email, on a 
internet site or the distribution of bodily copies can 
even be caught. Those convicted will face a most 
sentence of two years in prison. Those observed 
to have devoted a sexual offence can remain 
prosecuted below current regulation, which could 
cause sentences of up to fourteen years in prison.

Germany, France and the U.K., however, have 
applied extra particular legal guidelines in recent 
years.   A German Court in May 2014 dominated 
that intimate pix of companions need to be deleted 
if a associate requires it. The choice via way of 
means of the German High Court got here after a 
divorced guy refused to delete erotic pictures of his 
former spouse following their split. He changed 
into taken to courtroom docket via way of means of 
his former spouse who gained her case and noticed 
the photos deleted. 

France criminalizes the willful violation of the 
intimate personal existence of every other via 
way of means of   “transmitting the photograph of 
someone who’s inside a personal location, without 
the consent of the man or woman involved.16

In 2015, the U.K introducing regulation 
outlawing the distribution of a personal sexual 
photo of a person without their consent, so long as 
there may be purpose to reason distress. Outside of 
Europe, the Philippines brought a selected revenge 
porn regulation in 2009, which applies irrespective 
of whether or not the unique photo changed into 
thinking about permission or now no longer.   In 
Australia, the country of Victoria has particular 
regulation to address revenge porn, which made it 
a criminal offense in 2013.14

Israel is the primary U.S.A . to categorise a revenge 
porn wrongdoer as a intercourse perpetrator 
within side the 12 months 2014.Isreal has delivered 
out a selected Anti-Revenge Porn Law and people 
observed responsible of it sentenced as much as 
�ve�years�of�imprisonment.15,16

In America, 38 states have crook legal guidelines 
towards revenge porn. Countries like United 
Kingdom,�Canada,�New�Zealand,�and�Japan�have�
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Country Statute Year Punishment Remarks 

England 
and Wales 

Section 33, criminal 
justice and courts 
Act 

2015 Maximum imprisonment of two years Law now no 
longer relevant 
retroactively

Scotland Part 1, Section 2, 
Abusive Behavior 
and Sexual Harm 
Act

2016 a) On conviction of indictment to imprisonment for a time period 
now no longer particularlyfive years or a penalty(or each),and 
b) on precis of conviction to imprisonment for a time period now 
no longer particularly 12 months or a penalty now no longer 
particularly the statutory maximum (or each)

Northern 
Ireland 

Part 3, Section 51 
Amendment to 
Justice Act

2016 a) on  conviction on indictment to imprisonment for a timeperiod 
now no longer particularlytwo years or a penalty (or each)
b) on precis conviction to imprisonment for a time period now no 
longer particularly  the statutory most(or each)

Germany General Data 
Protection 
Regulation
Art Copyright Law

Regulation (EU) 679/2016 on the protection of

France Digital republic Act 2016 Revenge porn may also be sanctioned via means of 2 years of

Law natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data 
and on the free movement of such data (General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR)
A person also has the right to object tothe unauthorised 
dissemination or public display of his/her photograph (section 22, 
Art Copyright Law)
If privacy rights are infringed, the individual affected can seek 
civil law remedies, which include:

•� Cease�and�desist�orders,�rectification�and
•� Compensatory�damages.

imprisonment and a 60.000 euro penalty.

Israel Prevention of 
sexual harassment 
of law,5758-1998 
amended in 2014

2014 The crimes are punishable with 5 years of imprisonment, similarly 
to subjecting the wrongdoer to civil legal responsibility and the 
obligation to pay monetary repayment to the victim/sufferer.

Japan Act on Prevention 
of Damage by 
Provision of Private 
Sexual Image 
Records Act

2014 A maximum sentence of 500,000 ten or 3 years in prison.

Canada Section 162.1, 
Criminal Code thru 
Bill C-thirteen or 
Cyberbullying Act

2015 Punishment is:
(a) of an indictable offence and dependable to imprisonment for a 
time period  of now no longer extra than5 years; or
(b) of an offence punishable on precis conviction.

Country Statute Year Punishment Remarks 

NSW Section�91Q,Crimes� 
Act 1900

2018 Maximum penalty:100 penalty units or imprisonment for 3 years or each

South 
Australia 

Summary offences  
Act 1953

2018 Maximum penalty 
a) If a  picture is of a victim/sufferer below 17 years of age -$20000 or 
imprisonment of four years.
b) In some other case $ten thousand  or imprisonment for two years.

Victoria Section 41C summary 
offences Act 1966 

2012 Imprisonment of two years

Australia

United Kingdom
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very particular revenge porn legal guidelines. 

Many of those rules enlarge revenge porn from 

a distribution of an intimate photo to consist of 

the advent of, and threats to distribute, the ones 

photos17 Google seek Help.

The initiative taken from the Search engine 

Google for elimination of revenge porn changed 

into��rst� rate� step.�Google�had� issued�a� coverage�

pointing out that they might recognize and honour 

the requests of these who’ve been victim/sufferer  

of “revenge porn” and remove nude or sexually 

speci�c�pictures�shared�without�their�consent�from�

Google Search results.

Various steps were taken up via way of means of 

the worldwide network wherein U.S.A. like Israel 

have delivered out a selected Anti-Revenge Porn 

Law and America is awaiting to bring in a federal 

regulation towards revenge porn following the 

prison provisions constituted via way of means of 

the states of California and New Jersey towards 

this net menace. 

According to centre for net and society,the 

subsequent is a compilation of legal guidelines 

dealing with revenge porn throughout Australia, 

U.K, Asia, Canada and jurisdictions.18

Indian Laws Dealing With ‘Revenge Porn’   

Even without the particular legal guidelines, 
revenge porn is a criminal offense, punishable with 
among 3-7 years imprisonment and a high-quality 
of upto Rs. 10 lakhs, below numerous sections of 
the Information Technology Act, 2000   

A. Indian Penal Code, 1860

1. Section 354A: Sexual harassment of the 
character of unwelcome bodily contact and 
advances or a call for or request for sexual 
favours or showing pornography.

2. Section 354C: Punishment for a person who 
watches, or captures the photo of a girl 
undertaking a personal act.

3. Section 354: Using crook pressure to any girl, 
proceeding to outrage or understanding it 
to be probably that he’ll thereby outrage her 
modesty.

4. Section 506: crook intimidation.   

5. Section 120B: crook conspiracy.   

6. Section 509: the usage of phrase, gesture or 
act meant to insult the modesty of a girl.

7. Section 406: crook breach of accept as true 
with via way of means of misusing my 

daughter’s photos.   

8. 8. Section 354: attack or crook pressure 
to girl with cause to outrage her modesty.   
Defamation and crook intimidation: Extortion, 
harassment, revealing the sufferer’s call, etc. 
will entice legal guidelines on defamation 
and crook intimidation below Sections four 
hundred and 506 of the IPC.

9. Sections 292 (Sale, etc., of obscene books, etc.)   

10. 10. Section 4 (Prohibition of booklet or 
sending via way of means of submit of 
books, pamphlets, etc. containing indecent 
illustration of girls) examine with Section 6 
(Penalty) of the Indecent Representation of 
Women (Prohibition) Act, 1986, and,   

11. Section 14 (Punishment for the usage 
of toddler for pornographic purposes) 
and Section15 (Punishment for garage of 
pornographic cloth related to toddler) of the 
Protection of Children from Sexual Offences 
Act, 2012.

B. Information Technology Act, 2000

1. Section 66E: violation of  Privateness.   

2. Section 67: Publishing or transmitting 
obscene cloth in digital form.

3. Section 67A: Publishing or transmitting of 
cloth containing sexual act, etc. in digital 
form. 

4. Content with kids: Publication of content 
material with kids draws aggravated 
punishments below Section 67B of the IT Act. 
Note that a ‘toddler’ refers to anyone under 
the age of 18 years.

5. Male and girl sufferers: Both males and 
females are covered below those legal 
guidelines. The best exception is Section 354C 
of the IPC, that’s particular to girls, however 
guys have a appropriate opportunity in 
Sections sixty seven and 67A of the IT Act.

On the fundamental of instances of the records 
of the instances, different regulation additionally 
have their applicability on revenge porn instances, 
consisting of segment four and six of, Indecent   
Representation of Women (prohibition) Act, 1986, 
(IRWA) which prevents publishing of pix (amongst 
different things) which incorporates indecent 
illustration of girls. Like this provisions of different 
statutes also can be relevant if the instances or 
records of the case demands.

Forensic evaluation of digital proof and/ or 
gadgets�is�of�extreme�signi�cance�in�order�to�make�
certain the authenticity and reliability of such proof. 
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Apprehension with regard to the authenticity 
of digital proof creates a hurdle in counting on 
such proof whilst produced earlier than courts 
of regulation. It is vital that specialized forensic 
devices are set-as much as facilitate exam and/ or 
evaluation of digital proof.

Conclusion

The�proper�of�privateness�changed�into� identi�ed�
within side the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights. Indian society which isn’t commonplace 
to blatantly discussing approximately sex and as a 
result perceives it as a prohibition subject, it’s far 
hard to imaginative and prescient the trauma and 
volume of social alienation that a sufferer/victim 
of such ‘revenge porn’ can confront within side the 
context of Indian Society. 

It is now crucial for our kingdom now no longer 
best to have a take a observe this as a critical hazard 
to the humans attacked thru this channel however 
it additionally increases sizeable questions about 
the factor that how cautious can one be in a dating 
or maybe a marriage. It comes throughout as that 
each day the sector is turning into now no longer 
a lot more secure location and we’re jogging out 
of approaches to restore the many damages being 
accomplished to sufferers of sexual abuse and 
harassment each bodily and on-line.   

“Let no person wreck your popularity within 
side the society. Ever you stated yes, it’s now no 
longer yes! 

As no additionally manner No. We collectively 
in society can address the dark  aspect of the era 
without dropping braveness or without committing 
self-destruction. United we stand, divided we fall”- 
Dr. Niharikaa  Awasthy.
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